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ABSTRACT 

JUI-HAO SUN 

DIFFERENCES IN GOOGLE ANALYTICS BETWEEN WEB 1.0 AND WEB 2.0: 

A CASE STUDY 

AUGUST2009 

This thesis is designed to study the field of Google Analytics and apply it to real

world projects-the official website of Texas Woman's University and MatrixZK. The 

science of Google Analytics includes storing and analyzing users' information for a 

specific web site. Google Analytics works completely with the official website of TWU 

(Web 1.0).For studying Web 2.0, the author designed and programmed MatrixZK; 

however, the contents category did not observe useful data. After several testing, the 

author added functions of Google Analytics API to MatrixZK in order to monitor visitors' 

actions in the Web 2.0 website. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Web analytics is a collection of processes able to organize mass if amounts of raw 

data gathered from users' activities at a web site into useful information. This information 

can then be used to help the web site team to determine where the problem areas are and 

to help managers in making the best business decisions. 

The beginning of web analytics can be traced to the 1990s. However, the fonnal 

definition was created by the Web Analytics Association in 2006: 

"Web analytics is the objective tracking, collection, measurement, reporting, and 

analysis of quantitative Internet data to optimize websites and web marketing 

initiatives. ···· (Kaushik, 2007, p. 2) 

Functionally, there are two major domains in web~analytics, namely off-site and 

on-site. The off-site web analytics technology provides analyzers who do not fully 

control their servers the ability to easily analyze several sites as they do not need to 

modify or customize source codes to perform specific tasks (Web analytics~ 2008). Those 

who use the off-site approach do not have to understand how to operate the operation 

system and the computer programming l~nguages. Thus they can focus on analyzing data 

and information retrieved by the web analytics software. 
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On the other hand, the on-site web analytics is a more technical tool because the 

analyzers usually not only use the analytics software but also create or customize these 

tools to suit specific purposes and tasks. 

A Historical Overview of Web Analytics 

Initially the on-site web analytics method was the only one available to analyze 

limited activity at a web site. Server log files and page tagging are two tools used in on

site web analytics. Programmers started logging clients' "clicks" (mouse clicks) since the 

early 1990s. In the mid l 990s, data on page views and visits, also based on server log 

files technology, could be collected. Another approach besides server log files introduced 

at this time was the first page tagging technology. This technique, called a page counter, 

was often displayed on the web page at some web sites during this period. (Web analytics, 

2008) More recently, there are notable changes apparent on business web sites as well as 

on personal web sites. For example, now everyone is able to create a web site such as a 

blog, even if one does not have authority to login to the server. Hence hybrid products 

that allow designs for both on-site and off-site became popular. 

Log Files and Page Tagging 

The log files are files that store useful data about activities at a web site. This 

includes data such as error codes, programming results, and testing states. Programmers 

track bugs by testing and solve problems based on the error codes in the log files. As 

soon as web sites became popular, programmers started .. to attach to log files to each web 

site. In the mid 1990, many web sites included only a simple page and visitors used the 

Netscape browser to surf the Internet. When a user inputs a URL, the server receives a 
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request which is how the server knows where to send data back. The process of sending 

data back is called a response. The contents of request and response are defined by HTTP, 

the Hypertext Transfer Protocol as defined by the W3C, World Wide Web Consortium, 

(http://www.w3.org/Protocols/). However, a single page web site was not enough to show 

much information. But the multi-pages websites was. Hyperlinks and buttons are bridges 

(still a hyperlink actually) from a page to page, and from website to website. Log files 

now also include data of requests and the responses. 

After the mid 1990's, web sites typically were multiple page sites, and much more 

functionality was added to log files of web site applications (Kaushik, 2007, p. 41 ). For 

example, a log file now might include data such as a client's IP address, page names of 

requests, infom1ation on the browser, and identification of the operation system. 

Moreover, log files were generated automatically hundreds of times per day. 

Programmers organized the log .files using scripting lan~uages. For example, 

programmers could use the Perl language to execute a program to analyze raw data and 

produce readable data or information. Many operating systems could execute script files 

automatically on a daily basis. As a result, the organized infonnation was more user

friendly and easier to read and comprehend. Figure 1 shows a fragment of a raw server 

log file which was retrieved from http://matrixcalc.info/MatrixZK. (Sun, 2008) 

The page tagging method is a different type of technology. Page tagging usually 

inserts a couple lines of code in a web page to gather data on every visitor's request. The 

most popular page tagging tool is the page counter, and it is widely used on web sites 

around the world. 
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Figure 1. Example of server log files. 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Server Log Files 

According to E.T. Peterson (2004), there are six important advantages to using 

Server Log Files as an analysis tool: 

1. Ownership of Data: Ownership means that a maintainer could access data anytime 

directly. This is really helpful for testing purposes and when it becomes necessary 

to modify policies or website content. 

2. · Flexibility of Data Collection: A maintainer also can change which data are to be 

collected. For example, many website now include Flash, PDF, or other multi-

media files, and it is equally desirable to collect data on their effectiveness, 

3. Ease-of-Implementation: Unlike page tagging, server log files do not require the 

addition of codes to each web page you want to collect data on. This means that a 
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maintainer also does not have to modify codes on each page when making 

changes in page configurations. 

4. Ability to Log Directly to a Database: A maintainer usually can access the 

database directly. This allows the creation or modification of queries, i.e. 

Sequential Query Language (SQL) queries, that make it possible to automatically 

generate different types of data collections and reports. 

5. Ability to Determine if Downloads are Complete: A company can obtain 

infonnation not only how many downloads occur but also how many downloads 

were completed. For example, if the number of downloads requested is much 

larger than the number of downloads completed, this probably means that the 

download process is too slow. 

6. Ability to Measure Traffic from Robots and Spigers: Maybe the most important 

advantage is ability to block robots and spiders. Spider is a program which helps 

search engines to gather/update inf01mation from web sites. These have already 

become a serious problem for web analytics because they can affect the accuracy 

of analytics results. System authority gives the ability to change blocking policies 

quickly to block constantly changing types of spiders. 

A disadvantage of server log files is that it is much harder to track events in Web 

2.0. Events, such as a mouse click, a mouse over, or a mouse down, are common on all 

web sites, Web 1.0 (original web sites) as well as Web 2.0 sites (dynamic web sites). The 

original analytics software was designed for the Web 1.0 project. In the Web 1.0, a click 

usually forwards the visitor to another page; therefore, server log files can log where the 
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destination page is and when the request happened. However in Web 2.0, web 

applications become similarity to standalone applications in order to provide a friendly 

interface. The visitor feels like an installed program is being used rather than a website. 

The destination page is the same with the request page in the Web 2.0. For Web 2.0, the 

content changes, not the web page. If the original web analytics are used, the same page 

name will be logged again and again. Therefore, programmers need a new process to log 

events in a page. 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Page Tagging 

The advantages of page tagging include accuracy, speed of data reporting, and 

lower upfront costs (E.T. Peterson, 2004). 

1. Accuracy: Page tagging can gather infom1ation directly from clients so that its 

accuracy is significantly better than in server log files. Moreover, some spiders do 

not retrieve whole pages from the server. For this reason, JavaScript does not load 

and it's not going to be counted by web analytics software. 

2. Speed of Data Reporting: The reporting speed is related to the generation and 

analysis speed. Thus access to cluster servers of vendors should yield better 

results than when a company uses its own servers. A vendor like Google owns 

many servers around the world. 

3. Lower Upfront Costs: The free Google Analytics service is certainly a great 

example of lower upfront costs. Other more sophisticated services are available 

for a price. 
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When compared to server log files, the disadvantages of page tagging are clearly 

about the authority over computer systems. For example, it's hard to add a customizing 

function and change different types of data from sources without the authority to access 

and make changes to a site. This would be a key point when a maintainer of the enterprise 

chooses web analytics software. 

Issues in Web Analytics 

For the server log files, it is impossible to detect if a visitor is a unique visitor or a 

visitor. The server side always sends the HTTP responses to the client side (visitor side), 

so the server cannot figure out if the source is from a router (local network), a proxy 

server (discussed more lately), old dial-up internet service (change IP address very often). 

(Ledford & Tyler, 2007) The page tagging is loaded on the client side, so it can solve this 

issue of server log files. However, Google Analytics, based on page tagging, uses cookies 

to detect if a visitor is unique (actually call as an absolute unique visitor in Google 

Analytics). Therefore, it might make a mistake when a user (or a browser) deletes cookies. 

In the late twentieth century, the use of search engines increased significantly, and there 

are uncountable spiders spread by Google, Yahoo, and Microsoft. These spiders browse 

web pages so fast, that maintainers continuously have to change the filters to block them. 

In actuality, spiders change their fonn so quickly that filters cannot block all of them. 

This circumstance affects the accuracy of web analytics results. Basically, Google 

Analytics uses JavaScript codes in the client side (browser). Most spiders do not execute 

JavaScript codes, but it is not hard to do that. For example, the Rhino 

(http://www.mozilla.org/rhino/), a JavaScript engine for Java, is easy to code for a special 
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spider with an ability to read JavaScript codes. In addition, programmers can just read 

JavaScript codes first and code the same process for simulation. If so, this spider 

influences both types ( server log files and page tagging) of web analytics. 

Another challenge is the result of the rapid expansion of web sites, their sizes and 

the Internet population in general. To accommodate the rapid expansion of the Internet 

population, Internet Service Providers (ISPs) use page caching, a technique that reduces 

page flow and reduces the load on the server. (Kaushik, 2007, p. 3) If the pages of a 

global web site don not change frequently, clients just retrieve the cached page from the 

ISPs instead of from the original web site. Hence, the page caching really leads to the 

underestimation of traffic on such global web sites, as data on cached page retrieval 

cannot be gathered by web analytics tools. The analyzers are then likely to make 

incorrect decisions based on misleading information. 
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CHAPTER II 

GOOGLE ANALYTICS 

A pioneer product in web analytics was Urchin offered by Urchin Software 

Corporation (Urchin Software Corporation). Google bought Urchin in 2005 and 

incorporated it into its product line. The original Urchin Software Corporation provided 

an on-site web analytics service. An updated version is now available as Urchin Software 

from Google. After purchasing Urchin, Google also quickly released a web analytics 

service, Google Analytics, available free of charge. Google Analytics plays an important 

role in the history of web analytics since it can be used for both off-site and on-site 

analysis. Hence, Google drew a line between clients who belong to specific groups; for 

example, small business, personal web owners, and service consumers who could use 

Google Analytics for free. On the other hand, enterprises that own huge servers and an 

intranet system could buy Urchin which can be customized for their purposes. 

How Google Analytics Works 

How does one get started? First, any user who wants to use Google Analytics 

must apply for an account. Once an account is granted, the user can browse to the Google 

Analytics web site (http://www.google.com/analytics/). The next step is to add a website 

profile for the website one wants to track. The script shown in Code 1 is a sample 

JavaScript code that shows what is added to the document. The code snippet can be 
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copied and pasted into the bottom of the website content, immediately above the 

< /body> tag. 

<script type="text/javascript"> 
var pageTracker = _gat._getTracker("UA-XXXXX-YY"); 
pageTracker. trackPageview(); 
</script> -

Code 1. Sample codes of Google Analytics. 

Notice the function called _gat. getTracke:i; () which includes the Web 

Property ID as a parameter. This function gathers and sends information back to Google 

servers when someone browses a web site that contains the code snippet. The tracking ID 

number is related to the user account. This allows the server to store data to its databases 

based on this Web Property ID number. 

Google Analytics and Cookies 

Everything in Google Analytics is related to Cookies. After enabling the analytics 

service, Google Analytics creates first-party cookies in the client side. Each of the 

cookies begins with characters _utm. Generally, six different cookies are used. 

1. _utma: This cookie includes a unique ID, and the cookie is generated 

automatically by each page that contains Google Analytics codes. This allows 

Google Analytics to analyze each unique visitor. 

2. _utmb: This cookie is used to manage a session by each visitor. The default 

session period is thirty minutes. The analyzer can program to modify the length of 

the session period. 



3. utmc: This cookie works in collaboration with the utmb to determine if 

clients are returning visitors. 

4. _utmz: This cookie gathers refen-al information from the HTTP header.·This 

refen-al includes the URL of the preceding webpage (source). 

5. _utmv: This cookie is generated if and only if the analyzer programs the 

_setVar () function. The _setVar () function can define customized 

segment tracking in Google Analytics. For example, Google Analytics can track a 

specific group if a website asks visitors to input personal information such as age. 

6. _u tmx: This cookie is generated if and only if the analyzer installs Website 

Optimizer. Website Optimizer is a testing and optimizing tool for websites. It 

allows website owners to dete1mine if a web page is effective or not. Thus, 

Google Analytics and Website Optimizer can integrate with each other. 

The Google Analytics Dashboard 

The dashboard page, shown in Figure 2, is like a portal page. It includes common 

info1mation that is displayed using graphs and tables. A website maintainer or analyzer 

using Google Anazvtics can easily change the layout and the order of the items in the 

Dashboard. Moreover, a maintainer also can add more infonnation in each of four 

categories: Visitors, Traffic Sources, Content and Goals. Each of those are described in 

more detail in the remainder of this section. 
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Figure 2. Excerpt from a sample dashboard. 

The Visitors Overview Page 

The Visitors Overview page shown in Figure 3, organizes information with regard 

to visitor data. The information is organized into 9 different categories, each of which is 

briefly described below. 
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Figure 3. Example of the visitor's page overview. 

2 

1. Benchmarking: This is a new feature (still in beta version at the time of writing) 

that allows analyzers to compare one's site against competitors in the same 

market. To use this option you must share your Analytics data -- in an aggregated 

fomrnt". This requires that the configuration be changed to anonymously with 

Google and the benchmarking service to enable this service. 
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2. Map Overlay: This page shows a global map with the origins of the visitors drawn 

in a gradient blend. It also includes a table that separates and summarizes the 

visitors by country. You can click on any region and zoom in to the city level. 

3. New versus Returning: The page compares new visitors with returning visitors. A 

new visitor is defined as a visitor that has never 9ome to the website before. An 

increase in the number of new visitors could mean that the usage of the site has 

spread. In addition, the maintainer can change the type of view to show the source 

. dimension. This view shows the different types of sources that visitors used to 

link to the web site. Some examples are google.com, yahoo.com, direct connect, 

msn.com, live.com and ask.com. 

4. Languages: This view shows information about the languages and other metrics 

preferred by the visitors to the site. This information about clients can be used to 

investigate if there are any differences between visitors based on language and 

other preferences. 

5. Visitor Trending: There are six interesting statistics in Visitor Trending. 

a. Visits: It shows the number and percentage of visitors for every day. 

b. Absolute Unique Visitors: Absolute unique visitors, people who visit the 

site during a pre-determined period time, will be counted as absolute 

unique visitors only the first time they visit. After that they will be counted 

as returning visitors (Ledford & Tyler, 2007). 

c. Page views: The number of pages viewed per day by all visitors. It is a 

general measure of how much a site is used. 
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d. Average Page views: The average number of pages viewed per day by all 

visitors. A high average page view metric suggests that visitors interact 

extensively with the web site. 

e. Time on Site: How long a visitor stays on a web site is a measure of 

quality. For example, a large number of lengthy visits suggest a lot of 

interest. Time on site can also be misleading because visitors often leave 

browser windows open without actually looking at the site. This metric 

shows the average time visitors stay on the site per day. 

f. Bounce Rate: Bounce rate is the rate that visitors only browse one page 

(usually the index page) of the web site. In other words, visitors leave the 

site after browsing the landing page. Bounce rate is also a measure of 

quality. A high bounce rate suggests that the content of the entry page is 

not relevant to the visitor. 

6. Visitor Loyalty: There are four metrics used to assess visitor loyalty shown in this 

page. They are Loyalty, Recency, Length of Visit and Depth of Visit. Loyalty 

means how often visitors return and keeps browsing the site. Recency measures 

1 the number of days elapsed since visitors have returned to the site. The length of 

visit measures how long visitors stay on the site. Finally, the depth of visit 

measures how many pages visitors browse at the site. 

7. Browser Capabilities: Browser capabilities yields information related to visitors' 

browsers and operation systems. In includes data such as the types of the 
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operation system, the configuration of the screen color and resolution, and the 

versions of Flash and Java. 

8. Network Properties: This page includes data on visitors' internet service providers, 

location, hostnames of sites, and visitors' connection speed. 

9. User Defined: User Defined is a service that allows analyzers to customize 

Google Analytics by modifying JavaScript codes in a web site. 

The Traffic Sources Overview Page 

The Traffic Sources Overview page shown in Figure 4, organizes information 

regarding the kinds of sources that send visitor traffic to your site. The information is 

organized into 8 different categories, each of which is briefly described below. 

All traffic sources sent a total of 25 visits 

--·-··dL 32.00% Direct Traffic 

..... alult 68.00% Referring Sites 

0.00% Search Engines 

Top Tra~c So~rces 

sites.go ogle.com (referral) 

(direct ) ((none)) 

view full report 

17 

,,visits 

€800% 

32.00% 

,:; •'i" 0 / m s:;;iF~.1 
... ..... " ......... .. 

• R&ferrlng Slt&s 
17,00 (68.00%) 

II Olr&ct Traffic 
8.00 (32.00%) 

There Is no data for this view. 

Vi€W full report 

Figure 4. Example of the traffic sources overview. 
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1. Direct Traffic: This metric represents the users that arrive at the site by clicking a 

bookmark or by directly typing a URL in the ad~ress box. This metric can be used 

to investigate if these visitors behave differently than average visitors to the site. 

2. Referring Sites: Users browse the site by clicking a hyperlink to the site from 

other sites on the Web. These sites could be search engines or web sites. For 

example, a user can search the TWU from google.com, or one can click a 

hyperlink to twu.edu. 

3. Search Engines: This is similar with Referring Sites; however, the data used in 

this metric only come from search engines. 

4. All Traffic Sources: The all traffic sources page includes the above three 

categories, namely direct traffic, referring sites, and search engines. 

5. Keywords: This metric presents information on keyword searches, in other words, 

what a user types in a search box to arrive at your site. 

6. AdWords: This page includes information related to online advertisements. Today, 

many authors write articles and apply online advertisements on their blog. The 

AdWords measure is used to analyze the benefit to the site. 

7. Campaigns: Analyzers can create a specific URL from 

http://www.google.com/support/analytics/bin/answer.py?answer=55578&topic=1 

1014. This URL can be added to any website. Google Analytics tracks the 

information when a user clicks this URL. 

8. Ad Versions: This metric compares the above two categories, Campaigns and 

AdWords, with each other. 
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The Content Overview Page 

The content overview report presents an overview of pageview volume and lists 

the pages that generated the most pageviews. Figure 5 shows the content overview. The 

information is organized into 8 different categories, each of which is briefly described 

below. 

1. Top Content: This metric lists all pages that were viewed on a web site. 

2. Content by Title: This measure groups of the analytics data is abased on the titles 

of the web pages. It essentially provides the same information as the previous 

report, but based on the page title tag. 

3. Content Drilldown: The Analytics data is organized based on the folders structure 

of the web site. 

4. Top Landing Pages: The top landing pages are those pages where a visitor first 

enters a web site. This measure allows analysis of the effectiveness of the top 

landing pages in enticing visitors to stay at the website. 

5. Top Exit Pages: Top exit pages are the opposite function to the top landing pages. 

This measure shows pages from which users usually leave. The significance of 

this measure varies based on the type of page. For example, if the page represents 

a task completion, such as a "Thank you" page, then a high measure is positive. 

6. Site Overlay: The site overlay can let analyzers to browse the website as a visitor 

would and see the analytics data at the same time. This feature is like an 

interactive transparent frame over a real website. Mouse-overs allow analyzers 

detailed information about features on the page. 
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7. Site Search: The site search is enabled if the website includes a search service, 

and an analyzer enables the site search service in the settings page of Google 

Analytics. This service can gather information from all the query words users 

input in the search field. 

8. Goals: Goals is used to apply special processes to a web site. For example, an 

analyzer can create a goal to monitor clients who enter the registration page and 

finish every step in order to register a new user account. Therefore, it can track if 

a client clicks a registration link, but does not complete the transaction and create 

an account. This type of situation affects the result of a goal. The analyzers can 

then follow up and try to identify problems with the registration processes. 

Chapter five will discuss this feature in more detail. 
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CHAPTER III 

CASE STUDY - WWW.TWU.EDU 

Background 

As part of this work, the official website of Texas Woman's University, 

(http://www.twu.edu) was used as a case study. This website belongs to Web 1.0, and 

each page is created by the Active Server Pages (ASP) framework. There are two major 

content categories on the TWU website, namely information and services. In the 

information category, the university presents educational news, an academic calendar, 

information about colleges, schools and departments. The services category on the other 

hand, provides quick access to common tools for faculty, students and staff. These 

include for example access to a web mail system, a class schedule search system, the 

online-leaming Blackboard learning system, and a Portal system. The latter includes 

many functions which are related to tuition, salary, registration and so on. 

The official TWU website has embedded Google Analytics codes since April 

2007. Evidence of this timeline is shown in Figure 6. The first data on visitors was 

received on April 2, 2007 when the author sets up the date range between January 1, 2007 

and January 1, 2009 in order to analyze data during a complete period (two years). Figure 

7 shows that the TWU website includes standard JavaScript codes of Google Analytics 

above the < /body> tag. Moreover, there is a ten digits string inside of the 

_get Tracker () function in Figure 7 called the Web Property ID, used as a parameter 
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in the script. The format of the Web Property ID (UA-XXXXX-YY) has two parts which 

represent the 5 digit account number (X) and the 2 digit profile number (Y) respectively. 

(http://www.google.com/support/analytics/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=l 13500) 

Dashboard Jan 1, 2006 - Jan 1, 2009 ,,. 

Figure 6. Visits data from TWU Google Analytics. 

<script type="text/javascript"> 
var gaJsHost = ({"https:" = = document.location.protocoO ? "https://ssl." : "http://vAVW.'); 
document.write(unescape("%3Cscript src = "' + gaJsHost + "google-analytics.com/gajs' type= 'texVjavascript'%3E%3C/script%3E")); 
</script> · 
< script type= "text/javascript" > 
var page Tracker= _gat._getTracker("UA-1628397-1"); 
pageTracker._trackPageviewO; 
</script> 

Figure 7. HTML source code fragment from the www.twu.edu index page. 

Summary of Visitors Information 

In this section the different metrics from the visitors' page are discussed. For 

definitions of the metrics, please refer back to chapter II. 

Map Overlay 

Figure .8 shows a world map of the geo-Iocation that illustrates an organized 

summary of visitors to the page. These data can be organized by the city, 
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country/territory, sub continent region, or continent. The map shows the location of the 

majority of visitors. 

Note that the table in Figure 8 includes a special value of "not set". This is due to 

an IP translating exception. Google Analytics applies the third-party data source to 

translate client's IP address to a physical location. How€ver, sometimes a particular IP 

address cannot be matched with any physical location. In those instances, the geo

location is assigned the value "not set". This is possible because some proxy servers are 

untraceable. 

(http://www.google.com/support/analytics/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=727l8). 

Let's examine the table, shown in Figure 8, in more detaiL The top ten countries 

(actually nine and the "not set" value) are listed in the table. Understandably the majority 

of visits originated in the United States. India and Canada are next, then the United 

Kingdom followed by Gem1any and South Korea. 

This view also lists the bounce rates and the number of pages per view. India has 

the lowest bounce rate at 34.84%, as well as the highest number of pages per view ( 4.29 

pages), and the longest average time per visit ( 4.57 minutes). This metric shows that 

more clients in India browse more than one page before they leave the TWU website than 

visitors from other countries. At the other end of the scale, many visitors from Iran leave 

the website when they only browse one page, where the entrance page is the same with 

the exit-page. Thus Iran has the highest bounce rate (70.79%), the least number of pages 

per view ( at 1.92 pages) and the shortest time on the website (1.29 minutes). The high 
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bounce rate for Iran is directly related to lower page view per visit and average time on 

site. 
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For all other countries, the averages are close. The bounce rate varies between 

55.96% for Mexico to 69.96% for Spain. The number of page views per visit varies from 

2.08 for the United States to 2.80 for Canada. Interestingly, there is a slight 

differentiation in average time per visit between Englis4 and non-English speaking 

visitors. For English speaking countries, the average time on site varies for 1.59 minutes 

for Canada to 2.27 minutes for the United Kingdom. For non-English speaking countries 

the average time on site is slightly higher and varies between 2.56 minutes for Spain and 

3 .22 minutes for Mexico. 

New Versus Returning Visitors 

To obtain a more detailed diagram for this metric, the author added two properties, 

New Visitors and Returning Visitors, on the Advanced Segments settings of Google 

Analytics. In addition, the author modified the setting of Graph-by from a week to a 

month. The results are shown in Figure 9. Figure 9 shows that the diagrams of new 

visitors, a button curve ( a yellow line), and returning visitors, a middle curve ( a green 

line), are similar curves. New visitors show a higher number of Pages per Visit and a 

higher Average Time on Site; as well as a lower Bounce Rate. Thus we may conclude 

that new visitors browse more web pages and spend more time on the site. Furthermore, 

for 57 .20% of new visitors the exit page is the same with the entrance page; or in order 

words, 42.80% of new visitors browse more than one page. 

Returning visitors (81.52%) are more than new visitors (18.48%). The bounce rate 

of returning visitors (71.65%) are more than new visitors (57.20%) also. Comparing the 

former paragraph, 29.35% of returning visitors browse more than one page. 
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Figure 9. Visitors - New versus returning 

Language 

Figure 10 shows which languages visitors have set on their computer. As 

expected, most are set to English, namely variants en_us, en, and en_gb. The second 
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largest group represents the people whose setup reflect Chinese (both zh-tw and zh-cn) as 

their default language on their computers. 

Interestingly, people who use French (fi-) as their default language have a high 

number of Pages viewed per Visit, the highest Average Time on Site, and the highest 

number of new visitors in the top 10 list for non-English languages. 

9,066,124 visits used 87 languages 
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Figure 10. Visitors - Languages. 

Visitor Loyalty 

69.17% 

60.32% 

60.01% 

57.42% 

49,18% 

63.71% 

64.69% 

69.37% 

49.17% 

5219% 

There are 22.01% visitors who visited the TWU,website more than 201 times 

during 2008, while 18.48% visitors browse the website only one time, as shown in Figure 

11. The TWU website is primarily for prospective students, current students, faculty and 
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staff. Therefore, it is logical that one time visitors and very frequent visitors (at more than 

201 times) should be the two largest groups, significantly greater than other groups. 

Visitor Loyalty 

M~~-! peorle ~isited: 201+ tin,e~ 

· 3times 

4times 

Slimes 

6times 

7times 

Btimes 

9-14 llmes 

· 1~25times 

. 26-50 times· 

51-100 times 

101°200 times 

201+times 

Visits ·;·· 

s1a;o4s.:oo ' .6.82% 

. 358,750.00 ll 3.96% 

252,372.00 12.78% 

194,921.00 12.15% 

159,179.00 . 11.76% 

134,862.00 I 1.49% 

117,34Q.OO 1129% 

505,862.00 . 1115.58% 

564,847.00 1116.23% 

751,979.00 .8.29% 

847,585.00 IBIB.35% 

889,349 .. 00 1111119.81% 

1,995,166.00 ii!iiiil!ii\!li11=2201% 

Jan 1, 2008 - Jan 1, 2009 ,.. 

Pertentage of a.II Visitors 

Figure I I . Visitors - Visitor loyalty. 

Visitor Recency 

Figure 12 shows that 79.88% of visitors continue browsing the TWU website 

within the last 24 hours. Another significant number of visitors have visited the web site 

just 1 day (6.32%) or 2 days (2.94%) ago. 

Length of Visit and Depth a/Visit 

Figure 13 shows that 73 .21 % visitors stay on a website for a very short time, from 

zero to ten seconds. Next largest data represent 3 groups of visitors that stay for a long 
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time, between 1 and 30 minutes (between 61 and 1800 seconds in Figure 13), at 6.18%, 

7.21% and 5.73%. In the other word, there are 19.12% visitors who stay on the website 

between 1 to 30 minutes. These results can be used in combination with Figure 14, which 

shows the average page depth per visit. The diagram of Depth of Visit shows that 68.97% 

visitors browse only one page. A majority of those visitors browse only one page also 

only stay on the TWU website for a very short time. 

Visitor Recency Jan 1, 2008 -Jan 1, 2009 .,. 

Most p~ople last visited: 0 days ago 
•-···- ·,·•:··" .. .... . . . 

<O days ago 

O days ago 

1 days ago 

2 days ago 

3 days ago 

4 days ago 

5 days ago 

6 days ago 

7 days ago 

8-14 days ago 

15-30 days ago 

31-60 days ago 

61-120 days ago 

365+- days ago 

Last Visit Visits · 

9.00 >-0,00% 

7,242,211.00 79.88% 

572,6TT.OO, .6.32% 

266,132.00 12.94% 

162,286.00 11.79% 

117,978.00 11.30% 

85,848.00 lo.95% 

79.,252.00 ID.87% 

52,673.00 lo.ss% 

169,496.00 11.87% 

133,465.00 11.47% 

84,038.00 ID.93% 

54,582.0:(! ; 10.60% 

42,J7s.o~ , lo.47% 

3,101 .00 0.03% 

Figure 12. Visitors - Visitor Recency. 
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Length of Visit Jan 1, 2008 - Jan 1, 2009 ·•r 

Most visits lasted: 0-10 seconds 

0-10 seconds 

11-30 seconds 

· 31-60 seconds 

61-:180 seconds . 
' ' ' 

• 181-600 seconds 
. . . ·-· 

: 601.:1,BOO seconds 
' ' 

' ' _-···:··":' ••····· :· ···:·"•··· .. ··· ·:··· .. ···:·::··:·· .. · 

1,801~.secor1ds· 

6~637;:mi.oo 

308,698.00 1/13.40% 

280,868.00 I 3 .. 10% 

. 560,501 .• 00 . • 6 .18% 

,·. . 653;8~.0!} • Ill 7 .21 % 

s1J>t21s:oo II 5.73% 

'-105,608.00 1,, 16% 

Figure 13. Visitors - Length of visit. 
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Depth of Visit Jan 1, 2008 - Jan 1, 2009 ._,,,, 

Most peClple visited: 1 _ pages 
Depth ofVisit Visits • Percentage of all visitors_ 

1 pages 6,253,357.00 

1,344,359.00 1111111111 14.83% 

112,808.ooi. '1.24% 

7 pages 83,544.00 
( 6 pages I 

8 pages 62,961 .00• , I 0.69% 

9 pages 50,335.00 .. lo.56% 

10 pages 39,526.00 I 0.44% 

11 page.s 32,749.00 lo.36% 

26,467.00 0.29% 

13 pages 22,024.00 0.24% 

14 pages 18,389.00 : 0.20% 

15 pages 16,011.00 0.18% 

16 pages 13,112.00 0.14% 

17 pages 11,216.00 0.12% 

_ 18 pages 9,442.00 _ 0.10% 

19 pages 8,149.00 0.09% 

20+ pages 62,557.00 ~10.69% 

Figure 14. Visitors - Average page depth per visit. 

Browsers and Operating Systems 

Figure 15 shows the types of browsers and operating systems (OS) used by 

visitors of the TWU website. The most popular browser and OS combination are Internet 

Explorer (IE) with Windows OS respectively at 86.80% of all visitors. According to Net 

Applications, TheCounter.com, and OneStat.com, the worldwide usage share of IE are 

69.80% in the fourth Quarter 2008 (from Net Applications), 74.24% in the fourth Quarter 
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2008 (from TheCounter.com Global Statistics), and 81.36% in the November 2008 (from 

OneStat.com) (Usage share of web browsers, 2009). The much higher than market share 

data can be explained in part by the fact that computers in laboratories and libraries on 

the TWU campus mostly operate with Microsoft Windows, and Windows uses IE as its 

default browser. Therefore, the result of usage share higher than other global Internet 

statistical companies is to be expected. 

The Firefox browser is the second usage share in both Windows OS (8.62%) and 

Macintosh OS (1.01%). Ranked third is the browser Safari with a share of2.84% on the 

Macintosh, 0.16% on the iPhone, and 0.12% in the Windows editions. 

9,066,124 visits used 98 browser and OS combinations 

Visits PagesNisit 

9,066,124 2.08 
% of Sil8 Total : 
100.00% 

Site Avg 2.08 
(0.00%) 

Avg. Time on Site 

00:02:11 
Site Avg· 00:02:11 
(0.00%} 

% New Visits 

18.48% 
Site Avff. 18.59% (. 
0.55%) 

Bounce Rate 

68.97% 
Site Avg: 68.97% 
(0.00%} 

BroWs er and OS. conlri!J_u.tion to !otai:Jvi;it~ 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Iii Safari I iPhone 14,187 0.16% . 

iii Safari/ Winilows 11.,071 0.12% 

mi Chrome I Wlncows 6,770 0.07% 

5,214 ·0.06% 

4,648 0.05% 

Figure 15. Visitors - Browsers and operating systems. 
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Drilling down in the browser category, there are· some data on the newest browser, 

Chrome, just released in beta version by Google in September 2008. Figure 16 shows that 

Chrome has acquired a small share at 0.07%. Figure 16 also shows that there were 213 

visitors who used Chrome to browse the TWU website between August 31, 2008 and 

September 6, 2008, or in the first week that Chrome was released. As many of 4.19% of 

visitors used the oldest version (0.2.149.27) of Chrome, while there were 13% visitors 

who used the newest version (1.0.154.36). 
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Browser: 
Chrome 

' Jan 1, 2008- Jan 1, 2009 

This browser sent 6,770 visits via 31 browser .versions 

Jj§iffr§ i Goal Conversion i 
Visits 

6,770 

1. • 0.2.149.30 

2. m o.3.154.9 

3. II 0.4.154.29 

4. ti[ 1.0.154.36 

5. II 0.2.149.29 

7. Ill 0 .. 2.1 49.27 

8. >. 0.4.15-4.23 

9. If 0.4.154.33 

10. 0J .. 154.0 

: PagesNisit 

! 2.67 
Avg. Time on Site 

00:02:49 
% New Visits 

24.22% 
Site Avg. 18.59% 
(30.33%) 

Bounce Rate 

59.78% 
Site Avg. 68.97% {-
13.33%) 

. ··-----·· " -··-----· - -•·---·•--·----· ---------·-·-·----::::== ==·------- ,. .. --
Vls]ls j Browser Version contribution lo total: • Visits J;;] 

26.17% 13.00% 

1,5.29 · 2258% 

1,324 19.56% 

880 13.00% · 

602 8.89% . 

11 · 0.16% 

9 0.13% 

· 0.09% 
. . .. , .. -~•-····~~· ·= ·•·~ ---~-- ~-·---~ --,--.-, -~---• -, __ ·····_·····_ ~= ;1;;_t ::I si'".~j f,~1i]_ 1 • 1D or>1Q J 

Figure 16. Visitors - Browser data for Chrome. 

Summary of Traffic Sources Information 

In this section the different metrics from the traffic sources page are discussed. 

For definitions of the metrics,' please refer back to chapter II. 
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Overview Page 

As explained in Chapter II, there are three major types of traffic sources - Direct 

Traffic, Referring Sites, and Search Sites. Figure 17 gives details about the rate of those 

three major types for the TWU web site. The Direct Traffic represents the key source of 

all traffic with 56.18% of referrals. Referring Sites represent 18.90% and the Search 

Engines 24.91%. This indicates that more visitors used search engines to find the TWU 

website than other referring sites. 

.r'\~\ 18.90% Referring Sites 

~~~ 24.91 % Search Engines 

Figure 17. Traffic sources - Overview. 

Referring Sites 

11111 Direct Traffic 
5,093,269.00 (56.18%) 

21 Search Engines 
2,258,258.00 (24.91%} 

II Referring Sites 
1,713,422.00 (18.~0%) 

gaother 
'1.175{°'-01%} 

An overview of referring sites is shown in Figure 18. It shows that the 

http://online.twu.edu, the TWU Blackboard system, has.the most visitors who click a 

hyperlink to the TWU website. An interesting data point is the third listed referring site, 

namely runonce.msn.com. This web page displays a setting page for Internet Explorer 7. 

According to Microsoft Help and Support (http://support.microsoft.com/kb/945385/en

us ), this site appears due to a bug which keeps users browsing runonce.msn.com. Since 

the main computer operating system at TWU is Microsoft Windows, it explains why 

many visitors come from this referring site. 
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Number eight, fastweb.com, is a website which helps people looking for 

universities and scholarship infonnation. Also interesting is the ninth listed referring site, 

namely utexas.edu. This is the URL of the official website of The University of Texas at 

Austin. More details are shown in Figure 19 for this referral site. There are eight different 

referring paths of the utexas.edu. The main path is /world/univ/state which has 5,467 

visitors. The URL http://utexas.edu/world/univ/state is the web page that contains a list of 

the universities in the United States. 

Referring sites sent 1,713,422 visits via 3,819 sources 

Visits 

1,713,422 
· % of Site Total: 
. 18.90% 

PagesMsit 

1.81 
Site Avg: 2.08 (· 
13.01¾) 

Avg. Time on Site 

00:02:16 
Site Avg: 00:02:11 
13,66%) 

% New Visits 

6.73% 
Site Avg: 18.59'% (· 

. 63.81%) 

Bounce Rate 

69.79% 
Site Avg: 68.97% 
(1.18%) 

.. , '"' 

: Di111sLJ1sicn: ' Source :~ : PanesNisih _ Avg'. Time ~n l % NeWVisits • Bounce Rate 
"' · Sile t · · · 

15,968 ', 

5. ~J jq2ct6rx9e.search.serialssolutions.com 1z3o0 · 

10,339 

8,834 

7,733 

5,879 

6. ri¢ applprod.twu Mu:8000 

7. · (½I twu6.blackboard.coin 

8. ~ fastweo.com 

9. :!Ifr! utexas.ectu 

• 10. · • ,:f?1 t.vuJ:!llacKooard.com , , . 5,875 .• 

··-·· '" ... ... •-" . JI c,.J . . 

1.58 00:02:10 

2.35 00:02:20 ' 

1.32 00:01 :09 

2,08 00:02:13 

1.52 00:01 :51 

1.45 00:01 :11 

1.50 00:01:18 

2.44 00:02:54 

4.63 00:03:50 

1.67 00:02:12 

>Goto; F . ' J .. '.Sh~~m~v:: Lt§:.~." 

Figure 18. Traffic sources - Referring sites. 
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This referring site sent 5,879 visits via 8 referral paths 

Visits 

5,879 
% cf Site Total: 
0.06% 

3. C?J /gtw/ipage,php 

PagesNisit 

4.63 
Site Avg: 2.08 
(122.07%) 

, . Avg. Time on Site 

00:03:50 
Site Avg: 00:02:11 

. 175.18%) 

6. 05) /studenl/ceelcalendarigpday08jist.html 

7. · @l /studenl/ceelcalendarmstofschools.h!ml 

8. riJJ /studen!lcareercenter/calendar/gpaay_li. .. 

Find Referral Path: i containinQ_G1J f._~_-__ 

% New Visits 

70.57% 
Site Avg:. 18.59% 
!279. 70•1,} 

5.75 

6.00 

00:09:12 

00:07 :45 

. ,, Bounce Rate 

27.59% 
Site A:;g: 68.97% (

. 60.00%} 

47.22% 

0.00% 

60.00% 60.00% 

40.00% 

50.00% 

100.00% 

80.00% 

0.00% 

0.00% 

Figure 19. Traffic sources - Referring ~ites - utexas.edu. 

Search Engines 

The author modified the Views from Table to Percentage in order to obtain a clear 

ratio relation for each search engine. Figure 20 shows that Google is very dominant in the 

search engine markets. Actually, the official TWU website uses Google as a default 

search engine. (top right side in the http://www.twu.edu) There is a wide gap between the 

first listing, Google, and the second one, Yahoo. Google has a 74.10%, while Yahoo has 

15.13%, for a difference of 58.97%. Visitors who use a search engine to find the TWU 

website are 74·10% = 4.8976 times more likely to use Google than Yahoo. The third 
15.13% 
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largest search engine is Live Search with 4.68%, followed by MSN with 3.13%. Both 

Live Search and Msn.com were developed by Microsoft. 

Search sent 2 1258,258 total visits via 20 sources 
::!haJ.v total I paid I non-paid 

Visits PagesNisit 

2,258,258 2.95 

2. II rahoo 

3. ■ live 

4. n msn 

5. II aol 

7. 00 search 

8. 11etscape 

9. lfZ: cnn 

10. 

Find 

105,790 

70,620 3.13% _; 

36,597 1.62% ! 

16,278 0.72% 

8,617 

4,479 

436 

% New Visits 

14.15% 
Bounce Rate 
59.07% 

Show rowr o:~_hTul 1 - 10 of 2.0 

Figure 20. Traffic sources - Search engines. 

Keywords 

The information shown in Figure 21 shows the top searches used. There are 

18.47% of visitors who used the abbreviation twu in search engines while only 4.58% and 

4.44% (the fomth and the fifth listed) of people used the full name to search for the TWU 

website. Listed in sixth place is the search for financial aid, and Figure 22 shows that the 

most number of visitors input financial aid as a keyword between August 17, 2008 and 
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August 23, 2008 which is close to August 25, 2008, the first day of the fall semester at 

TWU in 2008. Interestingly, in tenth place at 1.00%, is the keyword for the highest 

ranked major in searches, namely nursing. 

Search sent 2,258,258 total visits via 63,216 keywords 
Show: total I paid t non-paid 

Visits 

2,258,258 
% of Site Total: 
24.91% 

1. ■ twu 

2/ II twu.edu 

3. ■ ~~ww.twu.edu 

PagesNislt 

2.95 

4. ,J: texas woman's university 

5. Bil texas wornens university 

6. Mil financial aid 

7. !i!l texas women's university 

Avg . Time on Site 

00:02:51 

247,950 

150,925 

103,376 

100,197. 

66,996 -

8. texas womans university 48,869 

1.21% ' 

nursing 22,598 1.00% 

> % New Visits 

14.15% 

. • . •· ., , -~-, ~ •~ ••·-'- • •-• ••·--•~·•• • n,,_, A•-,•--•--•-,--~ ', • - ,__-,s<-a-•-.~V•NV v:-~-~-•-Ha-·•• ' ,, ........ - •-•• ,,,_ ,_ 

Find Kei,word: !cont~ininiiI:ZJ l'· ' '···· ·:: ... _. ···-~._··-'t:~~°t~'. r1·· · ··1 S~owrows:.[ j§:I~- , ~ ~o of61,216 CiJ[►] 
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Figure 21. Traffic sources - Keywords. 
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Keyword: 
financial a id 

Jan 11 2008 - Jan 1, 2009 

Figure 22. Traffic sources -Keywords- Financial aid. 

Summary of Content Information 

In this section the different metrics from the Content information page are 

discussed. For definitions of the metrics, please refer back to chapter II. 

Top Content 

Figure 23 illustrates that the root path (/) was loaded by browsers 11,246,546 

times, representing 59.61 % of all page loads. There is again a large gap between the root 

and the next listing. In second place is the path /academics.asp with only a 2.35% share. 

The pie chart in Figure 23 shows a large gray area, representing 28.54% of the pie. After 

the top eight contents listed, every subsequent page is less than 1 % of page loaded. 

Therefore we can conclude that the page views of each page spread evenly across the 

TWU web site, except for the root path. 
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227,259 pages were viewed a total of 18,866,858 times 

Pageviews Unique 
18,866,858 Pageviews 

, Avg . Time on 
Page Bounce Rate ·:, . % Exit · ,· $ Index 

% of Site Total. 
99.85% 
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8. @J /future-siudents.asp 184,052 0.98% 

9. i11 @' lhumanresources/empl ; 159,009 : 0.84% 
. ' .. 

10. r; ri~J /default.asp 151,697 : 0.80% , 

$0.00 
Sit':l Avg: S0.00 
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Figure 23. Content-Top content. 

Top Landing Pages 

This view illustrated in Figure 24 shows that 94.99% of visitors entered the TWU 

website through the root path (/). Other entry points, such as /default,asp, /nursing/ 

(College ofNursing), /admissions/, and so on, represented only 5.01% of the total. 

Consequently, most visitors browse the TWU website via the index page. 
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9,063,554 visits entered the site through 21,610 pages 

<-- Bounces 
61251,987 

4, l'? /admissions/ 2Z932 025% 

5, Iii @ lNURSINGf 17,894 ; 020% 94.99% 

6. /humanresources/empl, 16,768 0:19% 

7. I!! t? /admissionsldefaultas~ 15,726 0,17% 

B. 14,704 • 0,16% 

Figure 24. Content- Top landing pages. 

Top Exit Pages 

Figure 25 shows that the root path is also the top exit page of all contents with a 

high exit rate of 67 .09%. The second highest exit page is /a-z-index.asp which is an index 

list of all contents of the TWU web site. Another interesting exit point is the fifth rated 

page which is /humanresources/employment/Employoppor.htm with a 60.31 % rate. This 

page posts information about staff employment opportunities under the Office of Human 

Resources. Most of the other pages listed are related to academic information page for 

students, such as schedules, admissions, etc. 
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9,058,033 visits exited from 82,344 pages 

iMiiPi·i 
Exits • : , 1 Pageviews 
9,058,033 18r571A37 
% of Site Total: 99.91% % of Site Total 98.28% 

2. · @i ia-z-index.asp 

3. ,,~! /acadernicsJsche dule.asp 

4. @J /academics.asp 

5. c?l ihumanresources/employment/Employoppor.htm 

6. t~ lcummt,sti.tdents.asp 

10. c.11 ladmisslonsl ctefault.asp 

Fino Page: l c~~i~Ulin~ G:} c.: 
Goto: 

% Exit 

48.77% 
Site Avg 47.98% (1.65%) 

71,ill } 

Page\'iews ' 

11 ,246,546 

119,013 

244,773 

67.09% 

37.16% 

35.91% 

20.15% 

60.31% 

28.85% 

23.51% ' 

125.305 33.13% 

39,799 1 13.83% 

Show rows: · L!_O [,-.,,J 1. - 1 O of 82,344 

Figure 25. Content - Top exit pages. 

The infonnation gleaned through Google Analytics presented in this chapter is not 

complete. Not every department and Internet service currently embeds Google Analytics. 

This will be an issue if an analyzer tries to use the result from the TWU website. For 

example, the Portal and Blackboard systems do not enable the Google Analytics function. 

This can be easily verified by browsing pages and viewing the source codes. The web 

page does not enable the analytics function if it does not include the Code 1 before the 

<body> tag. Therefore, analytics data on the Portal, Blackboard, schools and 

departments do not exist. 
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Moreover, the search field in the TWU website also does not apply Google 

Analytics. The Site Search function under the Content category is unavailable. This 

means that an analyzer cannot gather information about what visitors input in the search 

field. The infonnation would greatly help the analyzer understand what visitors search for, 

which news and events are popular, and so on. Infom1ation on how to setup the Site 

Search function is available from Google at 

http://www.google.com/support/goog1eanalytics/bin/answer.py?answer=758 l 7. 

In this chapter, we saw how Google Analytics gathers data successfully in three 

categories, Visitors, Traffic Sources, and Content, from the official TWU website except 

for the Portal, Blackboard and the site search. However, in order to gather information 

from each valid visitor, every department has to add the Google Analytics function to 

their index page. For example, the School of the Arts does not enable Google Analytics, 

but the College of Nursing does. This infom1ation can b_e found by checking the. source 

code from web pages. If there is a visitor who browses directly to the index page of 

College of Nursing, the visitor is counted by Google Analytics. However, if there is a 

visitor who browses directly to the index page of School of the Arts, the visitor is not 

counted. Therefore, it is not possible at this time to gather complete data on each visitor 

to the TWU website. 
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CHAPTER IV 

INTRODUCTION OF WEB 2.0 

The definition of Web 2.0 is not easy to give because the Web 2.0 is an abstract 

concept rather than a technology. In essence, a designer.can use any technology to 

improve the usability of a web site. For example, a user can activate the Google Docs 

service to enjoy a Microsoft Office-like experience. Users normally ~ccept Web 2.0 

because a Web 2.0 web site is easy to use and similar to commonly installed programs. 

The technical name for Web 2.0 is the tem1 Rich Internet Application, RIA (Vossen & 

Hagemann, 2007). Tim O'Reilly has even mentioned the definition of Web 2.0 in his 

blog (http://radar.oreilly.com/archives/2006/12/web-20-compact-definition-tryi.html): 

Web 2. 0 is the business revolution in the computer industry caused by the move to the 

internet as platform, and an attempt to understand the rules for success on that new 

platform. Chief among those rules is this: Build applications that harness network effects 

to get better the more people use them. 

Figure 26 shows a graph that compares Web 2.0 and a traditional web site. A user 

can operate a Web 2.0 web site like an installed program. The traditional web site 

redirects a client to a web page even if the target page is the same with the current page. 

For example, let's say a user clicks a hyperlink, and as a result of that click the user's 

browser sends a request to a web server. After the server gets a user's request, it sends a 

response back to the user's browser. This response usually is a new web page; 
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consequently, the user sees that the original web page is redirected to another page. On 

the other hand, for the same scenario a web server of Web 2.0 website sends a response 

that is a result from a user's request to the original web page, and some parts of the 

content of the original web page are dynamically modified. Thus a user who browses a 

Web 2.0 page feels like the page does not reload, even while some contents of a web 

page are changing. 

Page 1 

Traditional Web Site 

Request 

Dynamic 

Page 

. Response 

Web 2.0 

Request 

Response 

Page 2 

Figure 26. Comparing Web 2.0 and traditional web site responses. 

Flash and Ajax 

The Adobe® Flash multimedia software was published in 1996 by Macromedia® 

(since absorbed by Adobe). At first, Adobe® Flash embedded a multimedia object in a 

web site. Flash objects were able to render smooth animations and sounds. In August 

2000, the company announced its new Flash Player 5 which includes ActionScript 1.0 
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(Adobe Flash, 2008), thereby introducing code into Flash objects. ActionScript made it 

possible for programmers to generate complex interactive programs. This script language 

changed the future of the company and Web 2.0. 

In contrast with Adobe Flash, AJAX is a totally different technology. AJAX is an 

abbreviation of Asynchronous JavaScript and XML. Asynchronous means that data do 

not have to be send back immediately when the server gets a request from a client (Zakas, 

McPeak, & Fawcett, 2006). Some examples of common AJAX services follow. Many 

web pages embed an AJAX service such as Google Maps. The user can use a mouse 

drag-and-drop on the screen in any direction. When you are doing drag-and-drop action, 

the browser is sending a request to a server, and then the server computes the new 

position of the map. The most important thing about using AJAX technology is that the 

user still can browse other parts of the web page while waiting until the server returns the 

data to regenerate a new map. This asynchronous step creates a dynamic technology in 

website development (Figure 27). 
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classic web application model (synchronous) 

Ajax web application model (asynchronous) 

Jesse James Garrett / adaptlvepatn.co,m 

Figure 27. Comparing traditional web site and AJAX (James Garrett, 2005) 

The author developed a Web 2.0 project, called ~he MatrixZK(a matrix calculator), 

which is presented in the next chapter. This project is based on the AJAX concept. 

Google Analytics was applied to this web site and the results were analyzed and are 

presented in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTERV 

CASE STUDY -MATRIX CALCULATOR (MATRIXZK) 

There are several matrix calculators, developed by different educational or 

commercial groups around the world. In this thesis, the matrix calculator 

(http://matrixcalc.info/MatrixZK) presented and tested here is an online matrix calculator 

which the author developed in one of his graduate courses. This calculator differs from 

others because it is an online edition. In addition, it is a Web 2.0 project. During its 

development, the author used the ZK open source Ajax framework (ZK®, 

http://www.zkoss.org/) to reduce the development schedule so it could fit within the 

parameters of a semester. 

The motivation to build an online matrix calculator was to create a portable 

calculator. If a calculator only can be operated on a desktop, it is not really useful. 

Therefore, this project was designed to be a portable version by making it an online 

application programmed on the ZK framework. ZK Mobile is a sub-project of the ZK 

framework. ZK Mobile supports browsing on portable devices. Providing a mobile 

application of the online matrix calculator is the next tai:get of this project. 

Architecture of the Matrix Calculator 

Elementary Parts 

Figure 28 shows there are threeimportant elementary parts: The User Interface 

(UI), the Controller, and the Core. The structure is like a basic MVC pattern in that it 
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separates each part based on their different purposes. Each basic element is discussed in 

tum. 

Figure 28. Architecture of Matrix Calculator. 

The User Interface (UI): The view componentdisplays an interactive interface to 

help users in operating the matrix calculator. The UI is developed by the ZK framework. 

One would choose ZK because it is flexible and relatively easy to implement. Moreover, 

future plans include a calculator version to be placed on a portable device, and the ZK 

framework supports some portable devices. 

The Controller: A controller allocates different processes to correct functions of 

the core, and is implemented with Java classes. Figure 29 shows a blue print of both the 

UI and controller's Java classes. 
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..-------..l:--"fextends-Ni.lmbeil 
ferlal/zl/bTe 

4 Matrix 

~ -serial Version U ID :long 

«create» 
~ +Matrix 

«create» 
~ +Matrix 
"-init:void 

«create» 
~ +Matrix 
~ +getElement:T 
.-. +getPositiveElement:T 
"+setElement:void 
... +setElement:void 
~ +getMatrix:T[][] 
~ +is Long Matrix: boolean 
~ +getSize:String 
~ +getStringRows:String[] 
... +getRowBylndex:T[] 
~ +setRowBylndex:void 
... +getGenericClass:Class<? e~ 
~ +interchaneRow:void 
--.. +isSquare:boolean 
~ +printMatrix:void 
.., +isSingular:boolean 
~ +isVector:boolean 
~ +is Horizontal Vector:boolean 

!' § -label: String 
i'i§-isLongMatrix:boolean 
!'§-singular:boolean 
!°i§ -instance Matrix: T [] [] 
1'§-rank:int 
!ir1-row:int 
{§-column:int 

Figure 29. Class diagram ofAfatrixjava. 

The Core: The core is an independent project. It computes the matrix calculations 

and is a matrix class. Every matrix generated in this project is an object which is created 

from the matrix class. 
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Processes of Design 

Core Design 

The primary purpose of the project is to design a flexible and useful way to 

execute operations on matrices. In Java, a computer language developed by Sun 

. Microsystems®, existing applications usually use a two dimensional array to represent a 

matrix (Flanagan & Flanagan, 2006). If this approach is used directly, it's difficult to 

control an array's life cycle during a session. Consequently, in our design, the two 

dimensional array must be wrapped in a Java class, and Matrix Calculator just operates 

and manages this class when a user is computing matrices. Once the core was designed, 

the implementation of the computational processes, such as addition, multiplication, and 

Lower Upper (LU) decomposition (representing a matrix as one upper triangular matrix 

and one lower triangular matrix) (Bronson, 1991), were quickly implemented as a kernel 

array class called Matrix.Java. Figure 29 is a class diagram of Matrix.Java. 

Matrix.Java implements a new feature of J2SE 1.5 (as also known J2SE 5.0), 

namely Generics. Generics allows programmers to design a class which includes a 

abstract type (Flanagan & Flanagan, 2006). This abstract type does not need to exist 

during compile-time; therefore, this feature really enhances a dynamic design. For 

example, in Figure 29 a type T extends to a Number class. This Tis an abstract type and 

could be cast to any type which extends to a Number cl~ss such as Integer, Long, Float 

and Double. Hence, a Long matrix object and a Double matrix object can be created by 

the same matrix class. 
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·Web Design 

The application was built on the standard Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern 

because it is a common approach in the software architecture (Thomas, Breedt, & 

Heinemeier Hansson, 2005). · 

1. M for Model is a data package that stores information about what the system 

needs to remember. In the Matrix Calculator that would be Matrix.Java. 

2. Vis for View interface. The view interface, called as the user interface, can be 

implemented by .zul files by ZK engine. ZK is art important project of the 

sourceforge.com. It is a server side AJAX framework. The .zul files are just like 

the JavaServer Pages® (JSP) or the PHP® language. The components of the ZK 

engine are like a nom1al Java object when it is running on the server (Chen & 

Cheng, 2007). Hence, it's easy to control and invoke. 

3. C is the Controller; and it controls where the threads go. The core of the controller 

is Compute.Java. It's an abstract class which should be extended by each 

computation class. It defines the basic process that every computational process 

must follow. 

Test Environment and Source Control 

The schedule to develop MatrixZK was very short. JUnit 4 was the testing tool 

used in the implementation of this project. The test code is implemented with Java, and 

its purpose is to verify issues related to correctness, discovery and correction of bugs. 

Good and robust test codes are very important as they can significantly reduce 

maintenance. On the other hand, an insufficient number of test codes will affect the 
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stability of the entire project. In the MatrixZK project it was not necessary at this point to 

apply source code control. The developer is a single person; hence the documentation of 

the source code is more important than source code control. 

The Blue Print 

For this project a popular Unified Modeling Language (UML) tool, called 

Borland® Together, was used to develop the architecture. Borland® Together also 

automatically builds a group ofHyperText Markup Language (HTML) files for Java 

documentation documents. The system also generates comments and API documents in 

Java automatically. Users can check methods, manuals, and other documentation very 

fast. There are two blueprints for the kernel and architecture of the user interface of the 

MatrixZK project. 

1. Figure 30 shows the core of the matrix computation. The core is an independent 

project; therefore, it could be invoked by any Java application. For example, in 

this thesis the author integrates the core with the ZK engine, but the core also can 

be integrated with any mobile framework to generate a portable calculator. 

2. Figure 31 shows the display components. Components can control and receive the 

feedback from ZK objects. Hence, display components are considered to be a 

bridge for communication between ZK objects and the core. 

3. Table 1 shows the files related to the user interface. The index.zul includes three 

files - insert.zul, display.zul, and compute.zul. Furthermore, the insert.zul includes 

only one file - help.zul. The display.zul does not include any other files, while 
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compute.zul contains four files - basicfunctions.zul, Gaussianfimctions.zul, 

LUfunctions.zul, and QRfunctions.zul. 

q MatrixPrnduct 

,.. -klotProduct:double 
... -klotProduct:double 
... -l<iotProduct:double 
... +isSameDimension 

exception 

q MatrixSin ularExce tion , 

4> MatrixQR 

,;, +Omatrix:String 
., +Rmatrix:S!ring 
~ -product:MatrixProduct 
., -trans:MatrixTransposition 

«create» 
~+MatrixQR 
... +GramSchmidt:Hashtable<S 

q MatrixTransposition 

,.. +transpose:long[][] 
... +transpose:Matrix 

q Identity Matrix 

-. +2enMatrix:Matrix<Double: 
,.. +2enArray:Double(](] 
... -initArrav:Doubleflfl 

" 

q Matrixlnverse 

"'vector:VectorCompute 
; ident:IdentityMatrix 

-¾- «create» 
<:> +Matrixlnverse 
"+inverse:Matrix<?> 
... ±i~lnv~rli'21~;'2QQl~an 
"-parseDouble:Double(](] 
... -findAbsMax:intrl 

, 

q VectorCompute 

"+add:Double(] 
... +multiScalar:Double(] 

1 T extends •········--····-·-N-um~be-r~k 
""~--~•.t 

"+isSameLan.:th:boolean 
... +narseDouble:Doublefl 

S~rlal!Eih"Je "." 
4>Matrix ' 

., :fil:dalY~r~iQnl!m·!Qng 

«create» I 
' ~+Matrix 

«create» 
~+Matrix 
.... init:void 

! «create» 
<:>+Matrix 
... +2etE!ement:T 
._, +2etPositiveElement:T 
... +setElement:void 
"+setElement:void 
... +2etMatrix:T[][] 
"- +isLon2Matrix:boolean 
,.. +i:etSize:Strin.: 
... +i:etStrin.:Rows:Strin.:[) 
... +i:etRowBy!ndex:T(] 
... +setRowBylndex:void 
... +zetGenericClass:Class<? e: . 
,.. +interchaneRow:void ' ... +isSquare:boolean I 

... +printMatrix:void 

... +isSin2ular:boolean 
,.. +isVector:boolean 
... +isHorizontal Vector:boolean 

!m-label:Strin2 
T1-isLon2Matrix:boolean 
t;;-siin2ular:boolean 
T1-instanceMatrix:T(](] I 
T:-rank:int I 

T1-row:int 
l'•<olumn:int 

L~ DoubleMatrixGenerator , q MatrixMultiplication 
test 

L' MatrixTest 

L6Matri::z:LU 

., ±Lmi1rix;~t1im, 
,; ±!.!matrix;Sl[ina: 

'\,+LU:void 

T!-upper:double(][] 
r•-lower:doubleflfl , 

... +multi:Matrix 

... +multi:Matrix<Double> 

... +power:Matrix<?> 

... tisMultiplied:boolean 

r4 MatrixDeterminant 

-, -lu:MatrixLU 

«create» 
~ +Matrix Determinant 
~ +2etDetByLU:double 
"+isDeterminant:boolean 

t:;; LongMatri:i:Generator q Matri:i:Addition 

~ ±generateMatrix;Longf](J 
,.. +generateMatdx:Longf](J 
,.. -inita!Matrix:Lon<'f lfl 

~ +add:Matrix 
~ +isAdditive:boolean 
"+isEaual:boolean 

4Constanl 

, +EPS!LQN:dQub!e 

q GaussianEliminaton 

~ -GaussianE!im:double(] 
... -GaussianEJim:Double[](] 
~ +solveEquaionByGaussianE , 
~ +isSolvable:boolean 
~ +.:etEchelonFormByGaussfa 
~ HetRankBvGaussian:int 

Figure 30. Core design of MatrixZK. 
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ri PopoutWindow 

"'#popout:void 

I 

jcomp~nent~ 

n 
compute 

ei' abs 

q EchelonForm 
Q.Compute 
qAdd 

c;, GenerateSpecialMat. .. 

lsrttor~ 

I 

"''...generateValue:void 
"'--aenerateldentitv:void 

q lnputMatrix I 

Ci) GenerateMatrix .,, -serial\/ersionUID:long 

"'-,.qenerate:void "'.;.generate:void 

system 

q Matrixlnitiator 
I 

Co MatrixPool 

4' +matrixMaQ:String 
"-capSize:int 
4'-pool:TreeMap<String,, 

«create» 
Q.LU 
i:o Rank 
Q. SolveByGaussian 

~ Compute Controller~ B-- <:> ... MatrixPool 
• "'-initPool:void 
~ +getSize:int 

C:❖ Determinant 
Q.QR 
ci Inverse 
Q. Transpose 
i:;J. 1·:1ultiMatrix 
Co DotProduct 
riPower 
Co MultiScalar 

q DisplayPool 

r6 Output 

., -newline:String 

~ -init:StringBuffer 
~ -,.boxOut12ut:void 
"'-,.boxOuteut:void 
"'--boxOutQut:void 
".,.boxOuteut:void 
~ -,.boxOut12ut:void 
"'+boxOuteut:void 
"'--boxOut12ut:void 
~ -,boxOuteut:void 
~ -.boxOut12ut:void 
"'-show:void 
"'--labelOutout:void 

~ •isFull:boolean 
"'"'add:void 
~ .,. remove:void 
~ •remove:void 
~ •clean:void 
.-. .-get:Matrix<?> 
~ -,.uodate:void 

q CaptureObject 

~ -,.aetPoolUstbox:Listbo: 
"'--getSelectedTab:Tabb< 
"'-getPoolSelectedltem~ 
"'..-getfunctionSelectedT 
,. .. getFu nctionSelectedT ' 
~ --getPoolSelectedMatri 
~ +getPaae:Page 
"'•getOuteutBox:Textbo 
"'+aetoutputlabel:Label 

··r 

- - - -Joper~tor~ 
,A,. J 

I I I \ 
I I I \ 

I I '\ 
I I 

I I 
I I 

CJ, ConfigOperator 

~ --getMessage:String 
I I 

,,- ..-, I .,..., 
,,- / ci Page Director 

# -serialVersionUID:long 
q SessionOperator 

~ -reload:void 

#-kel name:String 
# -id name:Strina 
;-maxlength:String 

"'-,.djsnlav:void 

"' .. getAttribute:Object 
~ -setAttribute:void 

Figure 31. Web design - Display compohents of MatrixZK. 
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Table 1. 

Tree-View of the User Interface with Google Analytics Codes of MatrixZK 

Root level First level 

insert.zul 

display.zul 

index.zul 

(Google Analytics codes) 

compute.zul 

Second Level 

help.zul · 

basicfunctions.zul 

Gaussianfunctions.zul 

LUfunctions.zul 

QRfunctions.zul 

Discussion of Matrix:ZK in Google Analytics 

Preparation 

The MatrixZK user interface has three parts: the Input Matrix Area, the Display 

Matrix area, and the Compute Window (see Figure 32). Users can enter a matrix in the 

Input Matrix Area, review matrices in the Display Matrix area, and check computing 

results in the Compute Windows. All functions, implemented as buttons, are based on 

Web 2.0 technology; consequently, there is only an un-reloaded web page to execute 

each command. 

To apply Google Analytics, the author added JavaScript codes to index.zul of 

MatrixZK as shown in Code 2. The codes are the same as in Figure 7 which shows the 

source codes from the TWU website, except that the Web Property ID parameter is 

different. In contrast to Web 1.0 technology, in Web 2.0 the MatrixZK does not have to 
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include Code 2 on each page because there is only one web page in the project, as oppsed 

to the many pages the TWU website has. On the TWU website, a programmer has to 

create a header (or footer) template for each department and office to apply Google 

Analytics to easily each web page. 

Figure 3 2. Snapshot of MatrixZK. 
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<script type="text/javascript"> 

var gaJsHost = (("https:" == 
document.location.protocol) ? "https://ssl." 
"http://www. 11

) ; 

document.write(unescape("%3Cscript src='" + gaJsHost 
+ "google-analytics.com/ga.js' 
type='text/javascript'%3E%3C/script%3E")); 

</script> 

<script type="text/javascript"> 

var pageTracker = _gat._getTracker("UA-2365191-10"); 

pageTracker._trackPageview(); 

</script> 

Code 2. Google Analytics codes in the index.zul from MatrixZK. 

Result of the Visitors' Category 

The original visitors' category results are similar to those shown in Figure 3. To 

show each important classification of visitors in one page, the author customized the 

dashboard (See Figure 33). In Figure 33 the dashboard shows the data summaries for new 

versus returning visitors, visitor languages, visitor browsers and operating systems. For 

example, Google Analytics accumulated data on (a) the different operating systems used 

by visitors, which are Windows, Android, and Macintosh; (b) browsers like Firefox, 

Chrome, Internet Explorer, and Safari; (c) languages like en-us (English United States), 

zh~tw (Taiwan), en (English), de (Germany) and nl (Netherlands). 
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Dashboard Jan1,2008-Jan1,2009 

{)i:~~i, t~y; l}!lt~JfflU 

' . . . . . .- [~.l J, I I 
1 Januaty 71 2611 February 9 , 2t Man:h 13, 2001 A.prii 15, 2008: i /day ,s, 2008 !June 20 , 2001! i July23-, 2.0GB ! AUgust-25, 201 September 27! Oc:lober 30, 2f i 

31 Visits 

----1.... 44 Pagevlews 

---1\w.. 1.42 PagesMsit 

23 Visitors 

vhiwreport 

Vlsltor Type 

New Visitor 

Firefox 

Chrome 

Internet Explorer 

Visits 

23 74.19% 

11 35.48% 

10 

e 

32.26% 

25.81% 

__A_.._ 00:02:04 Avg. Time on Site 

____,b 7 4.19% % New Visits 

en-us 22 

Windows 2B 

Android · 2 

Macintosh 

Figure 33. Customized dashboard for the visitors' category. 
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Result of the Traffic Sources Category 

The author customized the dashboard again to conveniently display traffic sources 

category (See Figure 34). Data on direct traffic and referring sites can be collected 

correctly from the lYJatrixZK. However, there are no data on search engines because the 

author did not register MatrixZK with any search engin~s. 

sites .google.com 2 66.67% 

2 ... 

28 Vlslts ·· sourcerorge.nel 33.33% 

source,- _, . ' Vlsit~ ,-i: }\%:~iliits}! i,source/Medium,. 
. --~:,:":.,~ ;~- .:-.+~: :· .. :::: '.: •' V --~<X.,:: ', .''. .. :\-X:--.:·.:.i .... ~-. .-,~_;1', ,:: 

· : There, Is n</data for this view.: · · (direct) I (none) 28 90.32% 

sites .google .com I referral · 2 6.45% 

sourceforge. net / re1erra1 3.2.3% 

vtewreport 

Figure 34. Customized dashboard for the traffic sources category. 

Referring sites include sites.google.com and sourceforge.com. The first referring 

site is the result of the fact that the author put the URL for the MatrixZK in his online 

resume in the sites.google.com. The second site is a website for open source projects, and 
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the author mentioned MatrixZK in the forum for ZK applications at 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/zkl/. 

Result of the Content Categ01y 

As shown in Figure 35, Google Analytics was unable to collect meaningful data 

except for the index page of MatrixZK. The reason is simple - MatrixZK has only one 

page. Google Analytics analyzes contents by each page. Therefore, the original track 

technology of Google Analytics cannot track activities of clients on MatrixZK. The author 

then modified several codes from MatrixZK and created a new project called MatrixZK2 

to gather new data from Google Analytics. 

Page Pag'. .. o/t visits . Page ,c 
:.._;_--'----------'-'-'-'-'-..c.--~:....-----'-~--'-

Entr •. ; 

IMatrixZl<I 44 100.00% /MatriXZ:Ki 31 100.00% 

i view report ' 

'· Exits .. · %visits ; P_~ge : 
--'--'---'--~---'-- · -.. •. ·,_: ,;, •~~-------·---··"~--- ----'--'-'--

IMatrlxZK/ 44 100.00% : /MatriXZ:l<I 31 

Figure 35. Customized dashboard for the content category. 
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Discussion of MatrixZK2 in Google Analytics 

Preparation 

For the MatrixZK project, the author could not gather Google Analytics, as there 

is really only one web page. Visitors' actions do not result in a page reload to change' a 

page in the Web2.0 website. Therefore, the program of MatrixZK2 was altered to track 

each visitor's action directly. This means that in MatrixZK2, the author added a 

JavaScript event, namely an .onClick () event, to the source codes. The onClick () 

event is executed when visitors click buttons in MatrixZK2. The author added customized 

trackers (functions) available in Google Analytics to every onClick () event on buttons 

and hyperlinks (see Table 2). This gives Google Analytics the ability to track JavaScript 

events and accessing of multimedia files such as Flash, video clips, and music files. 

Based on the information and instructions available from Google at 

http://code.google.com/apis/analytics/docs/gaJS/gaJSApiBasicConfiguration.html, the 

author added a function, _trackPageview (parameter), to each computing button 

of MatrixZK2. The parameter is used to describe the label that will display in the 

analytics result. Code 3 is the original button source codes of MatrixZK, and Code 4 is 

the source codes of MatrixZK2. Basically, Code 3 and Code 4 are the same except for one 

attribute, namely action. This action attribute invokes a JavaScript event, i.e. the 

onClick event. 
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Table 2 

Tree-View of the User Inte1face with Google Analytics Codes and Customized Functions of 

MatrixZK2. 

Root level 

index.zul 

( Google Analytics codes 

and customized trackers) 

First level 

insert.zul 

( customized trackers) 

display.zul 

( customized trackers) 

compute.zul 

( customized trackers) 

Second level 

help.zul 

basicfunctions.zul 

(customized trackers) 

Gaussianfunctions.zul 

( customized trackers) 

LUfunctions.zul 

(customized trackers) 

QRfunctions.zul 

( customized trackers) 

Note there is also an onClick event which invokes the clearbox () function. 

Why are there two onCl ick events in a button tag? The reason is that the 

onClick= 11 clearbox () 11 invokes on the server side, and the code action 

= 11 onClick: 

page Tracker._ trackPageview ( 1 / compute/But tonClear' ) ; 11 invokes on 

the client side. Therefore, two onClick attributes can be invoked separately. 
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<button id="clearbox" label="clear" 

onClick="clearbox()" /> 

Code 3. Button source codes from compute.zul of MatrixZK 

<button id="clearbox" label="clear" 

onClick="clearbox()" action="onClick: 

pageTracker._trackPageview('/compute/ButtonClear') ;" 

. I> 

Code 4. Button source codes from compute.zul of MatrixZK2. 

Additionally, the author modified the hyperlink to a Google Groups to trace 

which hyperlinks where clicked in the site (See Code 5 and Code 6). 

<a href=http://groups.google.com/group/online

matrix-calculator target=" blank">forum</a> 

Code 5. Button source codes from compute.zul of MatrixZK 

<a href=http://groups.google.com/group/online

matrix-calculator target="_blank" 

onClick="javascript: 

pageTracker. trackPageview('/compute/LinkGoogleGroup 

');">forum</a> 

Code 6. Button source codes from compute.zul of MatrixZK 
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Result of the Content Category 

Figure 36 shows the result collected after the modifications to the source codes. 

The author changed the date range from January 1, 2008 to May 1, 2009 in the 

customized Dashboard, so the results in Figure 36 also include the newest content data. 

Looking at the Top Content category of Figure 36, the top one is ''/insert/ButtonRanGen", 

which is a path which relates to a button inside of the inset.zul (see Table2). The path is 

defined by the_ trackPageview () function (similar to Code 4). Finally, Google 

Analytics was able to successfully gather significant data for MatrixZK2. 

Moreover, there is more detailed path information available in the Content 

Drill down. After clicking ( entering) the "/insert/" of the· Content Drill down, seven 

different paths are displayed, as shown in Figure 3 7. The seven different paths 

correspond to seven different buttons in the insert.zul. Therefore, the path of the 

trackPageview () function can help the analyzer to classify each button or 

hyperlink. The results of Content category are readable and understandable. 
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Dashboard Jan 1, 2008 - May 1, 2009 

i Janu1,y 7, 20! F•bru.>ry 20. : 

_........J 26 Visits _u__,, 15.38% Bounce Rate 

_J,_,u) 391 Pageviews 00:31 :53 Avg. Time on Site 

---..Jw.LtJ 15.04 PagesNisit ........._....lw 76.92% % New Visits 

Page Pag ... %visits Page;.~ %visits · 

/lnsertlButtonRanGen 64 16.37% 

tMatr_ixZK2/ 40 10.23°io _.· idisprayr 
-... ~., ~ ----' 

/lndeX/BullonTest 37 9.46% 

/display/Button Reload 19 4.86% 

/MatrixZK2/ 26 100.00% /dispray/BuUonClear 4 15.38% 

Figure 36. Customizing dashboard of content category in MatrixZK2. 
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Avg. Tlmeon 
.Page 

00:00:02 

Bounce Rate 

0.00% 
Site Avg: 15.38% (· 
100.00¾} ' 

% Exit 

1.45% 
Sile Avg: 6.65% 
(-78.21%) 

Figure 3 7. Content drill down of MatrixZK2 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

A complete pre-study and thorough preliminary research is necessary to use web 

analytics software in a website. After studying and programming Google Analytics, the 

author knows that both Web 2.0 and Web 1.0 can successfully apply the Google 

Analytics service. However, the programmer has to modify source codes in order to track 

data from each button and hyperlink in a Web 2.0 website because the concept of Web 

1.0 and Web 2.0 are so different. In Google Analytics, the process of tracking a Web 2.0 

website is not hard because it is similar to tracking a JavaScript event. Therefore, a 

programmer can add JavaScript functions to other different computer languages such as 

Adobe Flash (ActionScript), JSP, PHP, and so on. 

The author thinks that the official TWU website ·can track more information from 

each sub-domain. Generally, Google Analytics does not combine data from the sub

domains. Hence, it's difficult to gather complete data from each web service such as a 

web mail system, a Blackboard system, and a Portal system, as is the core for the official 

TWU website. According to 

http://www.google.com/support/googleanalytics/bin/answer.py?answer=134748&topic=1 

1009, the programmer can add _setDomainName () for each sub-domain, 

setAllowLinker (true) to enable hyperlinks between the sub-domains, 
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_setAllowHash(false) to disable hash value of the sub-domains to share data between the 

sub-domains. 

Furthermore, there are several web pages belonging to departments at TWU 

which also do not enable Google Analytics services. This situation effects and limits 

accuracy of the results. For example, an analyzer would like to compare the use of the 

index pages for each department. Actually, this issue happens no matter what kinds of 

web analytics software that the analyzer uses. To complete design plan for web analytics 

is the most important step in the early phase. The quality of the plan determents the 

usability of the data collection and the ensuing results. 
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MatrixZK 

index.zul 

<?xml version=" 1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<?init class=" edu. twu.lukesun. proj ect.matrixcalc.system.Matrixlnitiator" ?> 
<?page id="mainpage"?> 

<zk> 
<borderlayout> 

<west size="26%" border="0" collapsible="true" 
splittable="true"> 
<borderlayout> 

<north autoscroll="tme" flex="tme" collapsible="tme" 
splittable="true" size="41 %"> 
<include src="/matrixcalc/insert.zul" /> 

</north> 
<center autoscroll="tme" flex="tme"> 

<include src="/matrixcalc/display.zul" /> 
</center> 

</borderlayout> 
</west> 

<center> 
<borderlayout> 

<north autoscroll="tme" flex="tme" collapsible="tme" 
splittable="true" size="95%"> 
<include src="/matrixcalc/compute.zul" /> 

</north> 
<center> 

<label id="warningmsg" value='"' 
style="color:#DF0l 01" /> 

</center> 
</borderlayout> 

</center> 
</border layout> 

<script type="text/javascript"> 
var gaJsHost = (("https:" ==document.location.protocol)? "https://ssl." : "http://www."); 
document.write(unescape("%3Cscript src='" + gaJsHost + "google-analytics.com/ga.js' 

type=1text/javascript1%3E%3C/script%3E")); 
</script> 
<script type="text/javascript"> 
try{ 
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var pageTracker = _gat._getTracker("UA-2365191-1 O"); 
page Tracker._ trackPageview(); 

} catch( err) { } 
</script> 
</zk> 
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insert.zul 

<?xml version=" 1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<window title="Input Matrix Area" border="normal" use="" id="input"> 
<caption image="/img/input.png" /> 
<zscript src="/zs/insert.zs" /> 

<tabbox id="inputtab"> 
<tabs> 

<tab label="manual" /> 
<tab label="Special types"/> 
<tab label="how to?" /> 

</tabs> 
<tabpanels> 

<tabpanel> 
<textbox id="inputbox" rows="7" width=" 100%"> 

<attribute name="constraint"> 
<![CDATA[ 

/\s*[A-Za-z]+\s*\={ 1} \s*((\
*\d+\.?\d*\s*\, *\s*)+\s*\-*\d+\. ?\d*\s*)+l/:format is wrong 

value="3'i /> 

value=11 3" /> 

value="5" /> 

]]> 
</attribute> 

</text box> 

<button label="insert" onClick="insert()" /> 
</tabpanel> 

<tabpanel> 
<label value="row:" /> 
<intbox id="genintrow" maxlength="3" cols="3" 

constraint="no negative,no zero, no empty" 

<space/> 
<label value="col:" /> 
<intbox id=" genintcol" maxlength=11 311 cols="3" 

constraint="no negative,no zero, no empty" 

<space/> 
<label value="max: 11 /> 
<intbox id="genintmax" maxlength="3 11 cols=11 311 

constraint="no negative,no zero, no empty" 
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value="3" /> 

/> 

<space/> 
<separator /> 
<button Iabel="Randomly Gen" 

on Click~" genrandom0;select() 11 /> 
<button label= 11reset" onClick="randomreset();select()" /> 
<separator /> 

<label value="row and column:" /> 
<intbox id="rowandcolumn" maxlength=113" cols="3 11 

constraint="no negative,no zero, no empty" 

<separator /> 
<label value="scalar (identity):"/> 
<doublebox id="scalar" maxlength="8 11 cols=11 8" 

constraint="no zero, no empty" value=" 1" /> 
<separator /> 
<button label="Identity" qnClick= 11genidentity();select()" 

<button label="Zeros11 onClick="genzero();select()" /> 
<button label="Ones" onClick="genone();select() 11 /> 
<button label=11reset" onClick="spereset();select()" /> 

</tabpanel> 
<tabpanel> 

<include src= 11/matrixcalc/help.zul" /> 
</tabpanel> 

</tabpanels> 
</tab box> 

</window> 
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display .zul 

<?xml version=" 1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<?page id="displaypage"?> 

<window title="Display Matrix" border="normal" id="display"> 
<caption image="/img/display.png" /> 
<zscript src="/zs/display.zs" /> 

<button label="remove" onClick='remove();' /> 
<button label="clear" onClick='clean();' /> 
<button label="reload" onClick='reload();' /> 

<listbox id="displaybox" multiple="true" width="100%" 
onSelect="select()"> 
<listhead sizable="true"> 

<listheader label="Id" sort="auto" /> 
<listheader label="Size" sort="auto" /> 
<listheader label="Content" sort="auto" /> 

</listhead> 
</list box> 

</window> 
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compute.zul 

<?xml version="l.O" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<?page id="computepage"?> 

<window title="Compute Window" border="normal" id=="compute" 
height=" 100% "> 
<caption image="/img/Run.png" /> 
<zscript src="/zs/compute.zs" /> 

<div align="right" zlndex=I' 1 "> 
<label value="Matrix Calculator" 

sty le=" color:#8B 9818; font-size:large; font-weight: 700; 
font-family: Tahoma;" /> 

<space/> 
<space/> 
<label value="BETA.1" 

style="color:#8B9818; font-size:small; font-weight: 100; 
font-family: Tahoma; text-decoration:line-through;" /> 

<space/> 
<html><![CDATA[ 

&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<a href="http://groups.google.com/group/online-matrix-calculator" 

target="_ blank"> 
forum</a> 

]]></html> 
</div> 

<vbox width="70%"> 

/> 

<tabbox width="l00%" id="functiontab" onSelect="select()"> 
<tabs> 

</tabs> 

<tab label="Basic" /> 
<tab label="Gaussian" /> 
<tab label="LU" /> 
<tab label="QR" /> 

<tabpanels id=" functions"> 
<tabpanel id="basicfunctions"> 

<include 
src="/matrixcalc/buttons/basicfunctions.zul" 

</tabpanel> 
<tabpanel id="Gaussianfunctions"> 
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<include 

src=" /matrixcalc/buttons/Gaussianfunctions.zul" /> 
</tabpanel> 
<tabpanel id="LUfunctions"> 

<include src=" /matrixcalc/buttons/L U functions.zul" 
/> 

</tabpanel> 
<tabpanel id="QRfunctions"> 

<include src="/matrixcalc/buttons/QRfunctions.zul" . 
/> 

</tabpanel> 
</tabpanels> 

</tab box> 
</vbox> 

<separator /> 

<vbox width="70%"> 
<textbox id="output" readonly="true" width="100%" rows="23" /> 

</vbox> 
<div align="right" width="70%"> 

<button id="clearbox" label="clear" onClick="clearbox()" /> 
</div> 

</window> 
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index.zul 

<?xml version=" 1. 0" encoding="UTF-8 "?> 
<?init class="edu.twu.lukesun.project.matrixcalc.system.Matrixlnitiator"?> 
<?page id="mainpage"?> 

<zk> 
<borderlayout> 

<west size="26%" border="O" collapsible="true" 
splittable="tme"> 
<borderlayout> 

<north autoscroll="trne11 flex="true" collapsible="true" 
splittable="trne" size="41 %"> 
<include src=" /matrixcalc/insert.zul" /> 

</north> 
<center autoscroll="trne" flex="true"> 

<include src="/matrixcalc/display.zul" /> 
</center> 

</borderlayout> 
</west> 

<center> 
<borderlayout> 

<no1ih autoscroll="true" flex="true" collapsible="true" 
splittable="true" size="95%"> 
<include src="/matrixcalc/compute.zul" /> 

</north> 
<center> 

<label id="wamingmsg" value="" 
style="color:#DF0101" /> 

</center> 
</borderlayout> 

</center> 
</borderlayout> 

<script type="text/javascript"> , 
var gaJsHost = (("https:" =document.location.protocol)? "https://ssl." : "http://www."); 
document.write(unescape("%3Cscript src='" + gaJsHost + "google-analytics.com/ga.js' 

type='text/javascript'%3E%3C/script%3E")); 
</script> 
<script type="text/javascript"> 
try{ 

var pageTracker = _gat._getTracker("UA-2365191-11 "); 
page Tracker._ trackPageview(); 
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} catch( err) {} 
</script> · 
</zk> 
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insert.zul 

<?xml version=" 1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<window title="Input Matrix Area" border="norrnal" use="" id="input"> 
<caption image="/img/input.png" /> 
<zscript src="/zs/insert.zs" /> 

<tabbox id="inputtab"> 
<tabs> 

<tab label="manual" /> 
<tab label="Special types" /> 
<tab label="how to?" /> 

</tabs> 
<tabpanels> 

<tabpanel> 
<textbox id="inputbox" rows=11 711 width="100%"> 

<attribute name="constraint"> 
<![CDATA[ 

/\s* [A-Za-z]+\s*\={ 1} \s*((\
*\d+\. ?\d*\s*\, *\s*)+\s*\-*\d+\. ?\d*\s*)+l/:format is wrong 

]]> 
</attribute> 

</text box> 

<button label="insert" onClick="insert()" 

action="onclick:pageTracker._trackPageview('/insert/Buttonlnsert' );"/> 
</tabpanel> 

<tab panel> 
<label value="row:" /> 

· b 'd " · t " 1 th-"3" 1 -"3" <mt ox 1 = genm row max eng - co s-
constraint=="no negative,no zero, no empty" 

value="3" /> 

value="3" /> 

<space/> 
<label value="col:" /> 
<intbox id="genintcol" maxlength="3" cols="3" 

constraint=="no negative,no zero, no empty" 

<space/> 
<label value="max:" /> 
<intbox id="genintmax" maxlength="3" cols="3" 
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value="S" /> 
constraint="no negative,no zero, no empty" 

<space/> 

I> 

<separator /> 
<button label="Randomly Gen" 

on Click=" genrandom();select()" 

action="onclick:pageTracker._trackPageview('/insert/ButtonRanGen');"/> 
<button label="reset" onClick="randomreset();select()" 

action="onclick:pageTracker._trackPageview('/insert/ButtonRanReset');" 

<separator /> 

<label value="row and column:" /> 
<intbox id="rowandcolumn" maxlength="3" cols="3" 

constraint="no negative,no zero, no empty" 
value="3" /> 

> 

/> 

> 

<separator /> 
<label value="scalar (identity):" /> 
<doublebox id="scalar" maxlength="8" cols="8" 

constraint="no zero, no empty" value=" 1" /> 
<separator /> 
<button label="Identity" onClick="genidentity();select()" 

action="onclick:pageTracker._trackPageyiew('/insert/ButtonGenlden' );"/ 

<button label="Zeros" onClick="genzero();select()" 

action="onclick:pageTracker._trackPageview('/insert/ButtonGenZero');" 

<button label="Ones" onClick="genone();select()" 

action="onclick:pageTracker._trackPageview('/insert/ButtonGenOne');"/> 
<button label="reset" onCiick="spereset();select()" 

action="onclick:pageTracker._trackPageview('/insert/ButtonGenReset');"/ 

</tabpanel> 
<tabpanel> 

<include src="/matrixcalc/help.zul" /> 
</tabpanel> 

</tabpanels> 
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</tab box> 
</window> 
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display .zul 

<?xml version=" 1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<?page id="displaypage"?> 

<window title="Display Matrix" border="normal" id="display"> 
<caption image="/img/display.png" /> 
<zscript src="/zs/display.zs" /> 

<button label="remove" onClick='remove();' 

action="onclick:pageTracker._trackPageview('/display/ButtonRemove');"/ 
> 
<button label="clear" onClick='clean();' 

action="onclick:pageTracker._trackPageview('/display/ButtonClear');"/> 
<button label="reload" onClick='reload();' 

action="onclick:pageTracker._trackPageview('/display/ButtonReload');" 
/> 

<listbox id="displaybox" multiple="true" width="100%" 
onSelect="select()"> 
<listhead sizable="true "> 

<listheader label="Id" sort="auto" /> 
<listheader label="Size" sort="auto" /> 
<listheader label="Content" sort="auto" /> 

</listhead> 
</list box> 

</window> 
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compute.zul 

<?xml version=" 1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<?page id="computepage"?> 

<window title="Compute Window" border="normal" id="compute" 
height=" 100% "> 
<caption image="/img/Run.png" /> 
<zscript src="/zs/compute.zs" /> 

<div align="right" zlndex=" 1 "> 
<label value="Matrix Calculator" 

style="color:#8B9818; font-size:large; font-weight:700; 
font-family: Tahoma;" /> 

<space/> 
<space/> 
<label value="BET A. I" 

style="color:#8B98 l 8; font-size:small; font-weight: 100; 
font-family: Tahoma; text-decoration:line-through;" /> 

<space/> 
<html><! [CDATA[ 

<a href="http://groups.google.com/group/online-matrix-calculator" 
target="_ blank" 
onClick="javascript: 

pageTracker._trackPageview('/compute/LinkGoogleGroup');"> 
fornm</a> 

]]></html> 
</div> 

<vbox width="70%"> 

/> 

<tabbox width=" 100%" id="functiontab" onSelect="select()"> 
<tabs> 

<tab label="Basic" /> 
<tab label="Gaussian" /> 
<tab label="LU" /> 
<tab label="QR" /> 

</tabs> 
<tabpanels id="functions"> 

<tabpanel id="basicfunctions"> 
<include 

src="/matrixcalc/buttons/basicfunctions.zul" 

</tabpanel> 
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<tabpanel id="Gaussianfunctions"> 
<include 

src="/matrixcalc/buttons/Gaussianfuncti6ns.zul" /> 
</tabpanel> 
<tabpanel id="LUfunctions"> 

<include src=" /matrixcalc/buttons/L U functions.zul" 
/> 

</tabpanel> 
<tabpanel id="QRfunctions "> 

<include src="/matrixcalc/buttons/QRfunctions.zul" 
/> 

</tabpanel> 
</tabpanels> 

</tab box> 
</vbox> 

<separator /> 

<vbox width="70% "> 
<textbox id="output" readonly="true" width="100%" rows="23" /> 

</vbox> 
<div align="right" width="70%"> 

<button id="clearbox" label="clear" onClick="clearbox()" 
action="onclick: 

pageTracker._trackPageview('/compute/ButtonClear');" /> 
</div> 

</window> 
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